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 anonymous boomerang clutched culprit distribute 

abdomen antidote bountiful coddle curriculum  diverge 

abnormal anxiety breakage coerce curtail diverse 

absorb apologize brevity coherent customary divinity 

abundant apparent brilliance colossal cylinder documentary 

academic appearance brochure combination  domestic 

acceptable applaud brooch combustion daintily  dormitory 

accident apprehend browbeat comfortable debonair dubious 

according approach buccaneer commercial decisive duplicate 

accounting aptitude bulletin committed declaration dwelled 

accuracy arcade bulwark communication decrepit dynamic 

accuse aromatic bureau community deficiency  

achievement arrangement buried comparatively definite eavesdrop 

acknowledge article burly competition definition economic 

acquaint artificial  completely delinquent ecstatic 

actually assistance cafeteria complexion deluge edible 

adjacent astronomical calamity comprehend demented editorial 

administration athletic cancellation concentrated democratic elapse 

admiration atmosphere candidate concert demolish electricity 

admittance attached canny conclusion demonstrated elegant 

adolescent attendance capacity condole depict eligible 

advantageous attorney captivate confiscate depose eliminate 

aerospace attractive cardinal congratulations descend embassy 

affectionate attribute carouse conscience desolation embroidery 

affiliate audience carpentry consecutive destructive emigrate 

aggravation austere casement considerable detriment eminent 

agreeable authentic casual considerate devoured employed 

agriculture avenge catastrophe consistent devout emptiness 

aisle awkward category contaminate dexterity encouragement 

allowance  cavalry contemporary dignity encroach 

alphabet bachelor celestial continuous dilemma encyclopedia 

alternate banquet centennial contribution dimension endurance 

altogether bargain centipede controversy diminish enormous 

aluminum basically ceremony convene diplomat entertainment 

amateur basis certificate convenience disappointment enthused 

ambassador batten chandelier corporation disastrous enthusiasm 

amendment behavior chaotic correspondence discipline environment 

amnesia believer chaperone counselor discourage epidemic 

amnesty beneficial chauffeur counterfeit discrepancy episode 

amusement bibliography cheerfulness courageous discretion erroneous 

analyze bilingual chivalry covert dismantle escapade 

anniversary biopsy chronic criminal dispense essential 

announcement blemish chronological criticize dissatisfied evade 

annual blockade circumstances crony  dissuade eventually 

annul boisterous civilization crucial distinguished evolution 

 

 

 

 

 

 



exaggerate frustration hierarchy ingredient  leery mortgage 

exceptionally fulfillment hilarious initiation legality multicolored 

excessive fundamental hoarse innocence legislative multiplication 

exclaim futile hobble inscribe legitimate musician 

executive  holocaust inspiration leisurely myriad 

exhausted galaxies homogenized installation leotard mysterious 

expectation gallantry homonym integrity leprechaun  

explicit gargle honorable intellectual lethal narrative 

exposure garnish horrifying intensity liberate nativity 

exquisite gauze hostile intercept librarian naturally 

extensive generalize humane intricate lieutenant nausea 

extinct genius humidity invasion likelihood nautical 

extraordinary gentlemen humiliate invincible lilies negotiate 

extravagant genuine hurried irresistible limitation neutral 

eyewitness glorify hygiene irresponsible literature nimble 

 glossary hyphenate irrigation loneliness nocturnal 

faculty gnarled hypnosis  lovable nonchalant 

faithfulness goggles hypodermic jargon loyalty nostalgia 

fallacy gorgeous  jealousy luminary novice 

familiarize gracious identification jeopardize lurking nuclear 

fantastic gradually ignorance jinx  nuisance 

fascination grandeur illegible journalism magnificent numerous 

fastidious gregarious illuminate joyous maintenance nuzzle 

fatality grotesque illustration jumble malicious  

fatigue guarantee imaginary jurisdiction malign obedient 

feasible guffaw immaculate justifiable malnutrition objective 

feminine guidance immediately juvenile management obligation 

ferocious guile immense  mandatory oblige 

fiasco gumption immigrant kaleidoscope maneuver obscure 

fictitious  immortal karate manuscript obsession 

figurative hallucination impediment kilometer masthead obstacle 

firmament hamper imperative knead mathematics occasion 

flail hamstring improvise knickknack meaningful occult 

flamboyant handicap inaccessible knitting meddlesome occupation 

flaming handsome inadequate knowledge menace omission 

fluctuate harass inanimate kosher merchandise opaque 

fluent haughty incapacitate  metropolitan operation 

foliage hazardous incentive labeled microscope opinion 

foreign healthier incompatible laboratory millionaire opponent 

forfeiture heartfelt independent ladle miscellaneous opportunities 

foundation heiress individual laryngitis miserable optimistic 

fragile hemisphere industrious latent misnomer orchestra 

fragrant heredity inflation leakage moccasins ordinary 

frequency heritage influence leaven momentarily orientation 

frontage heroic ingenuity ledger mortarboard osmosis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



outrageous prearrange relieve shackle technique usually yield 

ovation precarious reminisce shining technology utensil yodeler 

 preferred renewal significant tedious utility youngster 

pamphlet prejudice repetition silhouette temperature  yourself 

paragon premeditated replenish similar temporarily vaccinate yuletide 

parallel preparation representative situation tendency valid yummy 

paralyze presence reprieve skeptical tentacle variety  

parfait previous requirement snapdragon tentative various zestfully 

parliament primitive research society terminal varsity zigzag 

partial probation resignation solution theories velocity zombie 

participate procedure resource sophomore thermostat ventilate zucchini 

particular process responsibility specific thicket ventriloquist  

partition professor restaurant specimen thoroughly verbatim  

pastor pronounce restore spectacle thoughtful vertical  

patriotic publicity rhythmic statement threshold veterinary  

pavilion pursue ricochet stimulus tirade vicinity  

peculiar pyramid ridicule stipulate tiresome vindicate  

peninsula  ridiculous strategical tolerate virtuous  

penniless qualities riffraff strenuous tranquil visualize  

perceive quantity rigid stupendous transferred vocabulary  

percolator quarantine rivalry subscription transportation voluntary  

performance quell romantic substitute traumatize voracious  

periodic quiver roommate successor trellis voucher  

perishable quizzical rummage sufficient tremendous vulnerable  

persistent  rutabaga suggestion trespass   

personality radical  summarize triangle weatherman  

perspiration rampage sabotage summit tropical wheedle  

persuade random sanitary superior turbulent wherever  

pertinent rapport sarcastic superstitious tycoon whimsical  

petition raze satellite surrounded  whisk  

pheasant rebate satire suspense ultimatum wilderness  

physical reception satisfaction swerve ultrasonic witnessed  

picnicking recession saturate swindle unacceptable wizardly  

planetary recipient saunter symmetrical unanimous wolverine  

playwright recognition scenery sympathy unconscious worrisome  

plundering recollection schedule synchronize uncouth worthy  

politician reconcile scheme  underprivileged wreckage  

pollute recuperate scholarship tabloid unemployed wrestling  

portrayed redeeming scripture tactful unfinished writing  

possess reference secluded tangible unification wrung  

possibility refrigerator security tapestry unilateral   

postscript refurbish seize tarnished unique xylophone  

potential regiment semester tattered unison yak  

poverty regrettable sensation taxation unreliable yank  

practical regulation severely technical urchin yearling  

 


